Dear fellow students and teachers of Realschule Plus Hacenburg,

We are students from ES Save who love you too much!

Our school has 1080 pupils with two classes: O level, and Upper level.

We have two options at our school: CEM (Computer, Economics and Mathematics) and EKK (English, Kinyarwanda and Kiswahili). The first is composed of Mathematics, Economics and Mathematics as major courses. Each of them has 7 hours per week.

The pupils from EKK study the mentioned courses 7 hours per week.

Apart from the major courses the students of upper level study also entrepreneurship, ELCS (English language and communication skills and French).

Dear students, we were very thankful for your assistance because we got important materials that helped us to get tune fine our learning.

We wish that our cooperation may be continuous forever.

You will find attached letters of our young brothers and sisters on this booklet.

Read and enjoy.
Dear staff and student of Realschule plus AND FOS,

We, the staff of ES SAVE and our 1080 pupils are very thankful to your assistance.

The aid you gave us contributed much in improving the quality of education, and it created a good atmosphere in our school. We are very ready for any contact and visit to/by your school because of how we were impressed by your love.

Our staff is composed of the Head Teacher, the Dean of Studies, the Secretary/Accountant, the Dean of Teachers and the in charge of discipline.

We are looking to hearing from you.

Kind regards

Head teacher of Save Secondary School
DEAN OF STUDIES: SAYINGUFU EUGENE
In charge of discipline: KANGABE Adeline
DEAN OF TEACHERS: MUSAFLI Clement

@...mail.com
Chief of all departments: Pacifique
Good morning to you? how is the sunrise?

My name is Elisabeth and I am aged of 19 years. I am the student from ES Save during the period of six years. This means that I studied my secondary years at my school.

My school is too perfect with smart teachers and a good staff. This quality pushed me not to go to the nearby boarding school called Groupe Scolaire Sainte Bernadette to study EKK option.

Besides, I go home after my studies to put into practice what I learn from my courses like Entrepreneurship which allows me to do small business like breeding small cattle including pig, goats and sheep.

So far, I got different knowledge from books and novels i read in EKK Section. These novels helped me to contextualise our culture with another one from African countries.

These novels include: The River Between by Ngugi wa Thiong’o(Kenyan) and A man of the people by Chinua Achebe( Nigerian). When I reach home, I compare the social life with some of the readings I do at school and come up with the conclusion that there is a big similarity.

If I don’t get scholarship my section will help me to become a translator or a teacher of language in primary school.

May each and a very day of your life be of everlasting blessings.

Read Isaiah 45:1---3, Matthew 5:5
Dear twinning school,

We are pupils from Ecole Secondaire save!

Our school has 1080 pupils with two options: CEM (Computer, Economics, Mathematics, Entrepreneurship General paper and ELCS (English language and communication skills) and EKK (English, Kiswahili and Kinyarwanda, Entrepreneurship).

We start our courses at 7:00 A.M and finish at 2:40 P.M.

It takes three years to finish upper level and get a certificate.

The pupils from CEM have 7 hours of Mathematics, 7 hours of Computer, 7 hours of Economics and 5 hours for Entrepreneurship.

The pupils from EKK option have 7 hours of English, 7 hours of Kinyarwanda, 7 hours of Kiswahili and 5 hours of Entrepreneurship.

The first promotion of our school finished this year on 28th October up to 5th November.

We, all the pupils from the mentioned options are very confident that we shall get good marks.

The staff and teachers helped us during the long journey of our studies.

Benjamin Bugingo
Because they are not stick.
Term ongoing but we are ok.
I hope you are well. I think OK and me.
March 11, 2019
My name is Ruzna Obuic.
Your friend.

[Signature]

I look for word meaning for your answer.

and woke up, say it's not an indicator in English.

our watch a uniform of white shirt and trousers, so we come.

School is, we're students of The Secondary School.

Your student, I would like to have your attention, so ask you

I humble while this letter to you so to greet you and ask you

[Signature]

How are you? I think are ok.

Republic of Argentina.
S3 students in the garden
SENIOR SIX CEM (COMPUTER-ECONOMICS-MATHEMATICS) in the closing party with their teachers

KARATE CLUB

Environmental club
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS ARE PARTICIPATING UMUGANDA SERVICE

AFTER UMUGANDA SERVICE. PARENTS MET WITH HEADTEACHER FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF THEIR STUDENTS
Dear friends,

How are you? How is Graham now in Rwanda. We have been there a long time. The purpose of writing this letter is to greet you and to let you know how I am doing.

What kind of games do you like? I used to choose soccer and back out door games. I enjoyed playing basketball, tennis and bicycle. etc.

Let me finish by saying See you next time. I hope we can meet again. Thank you.

Best wishes.

Hui ZEMA Pacifique.
One Wednesday of supervision...

My name is Eugene, I am the dean of Studies at ES Save

In my daily life activity at school, I supervise my teachers so as to see whether they meet the program of the government that regard educational issues. I also see whether the teacher is following perfectly his/her scheme of work as planned.

This job is perfectly done because I cooperate with the class representative.

These pupils inform me about few surprising events such as the unjustified absence of the teachers, or the laziness of a teacher.

Studies serve for delight, ornament and perfection (Sir Francis Bacon)
Dear my fellow students,

How are you?

Anyway in my mind I think that you're fine. According to your booklet that you send us, I saw you in that booklet you're so beautiful, handsome and smart students. I really wonder!

I would like to thank you for your friendship that you have towards us plus your aid that you gave us.

In our country we really thank you especially our school we love you so much. Personally when I saw you I had a desire to see you face to face.

I study the combination of languages that is why I want to know much more English.

Yours who desire you,

MR.

MUREKATETE SARAH.
On 22nd Oct. 2014.
South Province
Giisagara District
Gake Sector
EG Gake School

Dear my friends,

How are you? I am fine. I am called TUYISHIME JOLIE. I am a student in Gake Secondary School. I am in Senior Three. I am preparing National Examination. It will be started on 29th Oct this year. Pray for us.

We became happy of your gift that you send for us and to show us how in your country, especially your school and also we hope to show you how leadership of our country is.

Every Rwandan deal with Rwanda government. Rwandan leadership promoted studying for all, especially for young girls because of the problems meet with them example violence.

Our school has garden, best teachers, best headmaster and best students. In our school there is two sections language (English, Kinyarwanda and Kiswahili) and science (Computer, Economic and Mathematics) so I like to play basketball in my school.

I wish you to come in our school to discuss with us because we love you so much.

Your friend, TUYISHIME JOLIE
Dear my friend,

Hello friends are you ok? So we are ok and you I think you are ok. Same us.

The main reason of the letter is to ask you how you fell now and to show that about our country especially Save Secondary School. As you know our school is located in Save far from one hundred meters from Catholic church. We have seen your images, you are father than us! How old are you? We want strong friendship between you and us especially written of this letter.

I wish to visit you but it is impossible because of many and many obstacles. You can't understand how I feel about you. It is not easy to explain but I wish to be with you from Rwanda to Germany there many 89 km. Good luck on whatever you do day to day. If you want other information about me call [redacted] thank for being our friend. Heaven help us.

Your friend

HABIMANA Celestin

[Signature]
Dear friends,

How are you? How is Germany now? Here in Rwanda we are fine. We are in Spring period where farmers plant some crops such as beans, cassava, maize etc.

I don’t imagine if you are also like that at school. It is also good we are at the end of year especially in preparation of national examination in ordinary level. I don’t know if you also do national exam by finishing of ordinary level. We thanked what you have sent to us. It was so amazing. It is amazing grace you are good friends everyone wishes to have. We have seen also your masters decree. We appreciated by your package also we have seen your images all of you. I like to eat rice. I like addition to that. What is your favorite food? I like to play football. What impossible because the major obstacle is that poverty. But if you can visit us on our school you are welcome. Whenever you want you will see how Rwanda is beautiful country and how it is developing itself in economy, technology and education. In its own effort I want to mean its citizens. Let me finishing by here. I hope you will receive this letter. Thanks.

best wishes,

Hagumana Adrian
Every Wednesday after the lesson, each group of 15 groups of girls meet and discuss their issues and takes decision.
Students meeting with staff
To our friends

Through Head teachers

Dear, sir,

Object: To tell you our feelings.

Our dear friends, we are happy to write this letter for you. And also it is better to get partners like you that’s why we are happy.

In this school we have many clubs, this letter comes from "KARATE CLUB" our club called "ANGELS KARATE CLUB" let us to ask you do you have a club of KARATE in your school?

Our wishes is to meet with you in order to show you what we know. And also in the side of our club, we want to be your partners pass through in our school. Do you agree with it?

Let us to tell you one day we will meet with you if God wishes.

Be blessed.

[Signature]

Cotchi of KARATE CLUB YVAN DUSENGIRIHOSE
On 22nd October 2014
SOUTHERN UPRISING
GUJARAT DISTRICT
SAVE SECTOR
SCHOOL ES. SAVE

Dear my friends,

I am student in Secondary School ES. SAVE now preparing for my examination on 20th October in this year. We became happy of your gift that you sent and I wish to show you how your school and people have helped to show your kindness and help of our country.

Every Rwandan deal with Rwandan problems. Rwandan language is spoken and they have all met with them for exam like violence.

Our school has garden, best teachers, student and head masters. In our school, we have sections like English, Kinyarwanda and Kiswahili, Computer, Economics and Mathematics.

We wish you to come in our school to this country. We love you so much.

Your friend cordially

Rancashe Emy

[Signature]
Dear friends: The first of all I want to greet you, God help you!

How is the German? In Rwanda we are OK

In Rwanda, there are two climate such as hot climate and cold climate. What is the climate we found in Germany.

I study in S.3, I will do National examination which called nine year's Basic Education.

Am fourteen, years old I was born in 25, December 2009.

In school start at six o'clock (06:00AM) until two o'clock PM (02:00PM)

This is a map show the my school located in Southern Province in Gisagarra District

This is the Capital city of Rwanda.
4. My option is MEC or Mathematics, Economics, and Computer Science.
I like my option and I'm pleased with it because it meets one of my likes.
What's yours?
and at which level of studying you are?

5. My favourite sport is football and PSV Eindhoven is my favourite team.
My favourite Kung Fu master is Bruce Lee.
My favourite player is Mesut Ozil.
I'm interested in every body who obey Human Mind and somebody's quotation.
My name is HataregiMane bai. I'm 10 old. My birthday is held on 23rd May. I'm coming from family of six members. I'm the first child of the family. I'm medium sized, not tall nor short. I have 70 kg.
Dear teachers from FOS Hachenburg!

How generous, innocent, courageous and humorous you are!

We, the teachers of ES save and our respective friends have nothing to tell you but thank the Lord.

We are 35 teachers who are socially integrated by our social commission, and each of us is oriented in different constructive issues like department and commissions.

We are also humorous as you are and friendly. Socrates stated: To make friend is an easy way but friendship requires a big process. From this station we need that our friendship will grow from the beginners up to their children. We do not need it to be as soft as a sheet of paper, but to be as hard as a rock.

You will find attached on this booklet the photos showing how our group is like.

We expect any visit of you to our school or vice versa.

The whole staff of ES SAVE in the trip at the western province of Rwanda. Teachers play a funny game called cacaouette and exchange different gifts.
Dear readers,

My name is Paefique, the Mathematics teacher at ES Save in CEM section. My school is composed of teachers, students, buildings and cattle.

I assume the responsibility of being the chief of all departments in my school.

In my teaching career, I involve the pupils’ active participation in my course because Mathematics seems to be a bit difficult course for the learners.

Let’s our friendship be as stiff as two legs of compass.

I invite you to come and see me while teaching.

May the Lord bless you all.
The staff in the trip in Bujumbura city. The capital of Burundi, the country located in the southern of Rwanda
SENIOR SIX CEM (COMPUTER-ECONOMICS-MATHEMATICS) in the closing party with their teachers